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Figure 1: Examples of MR frames with a variety of virtual objects rendered using the proposed approach

ABSTRACT
Rendering accurate and convincing virtual content into mixed reality (MR) scenes requires detailed illumination information about
the real environment. In existing MR systems, this information
is often captured using light probes [1, 8, 9, 17, 19–21], or by reconstructing the real environment as a preprocess [31, 38, 54]. We
present a method for capturing and updating a HDR radiance map
of the real environment and tracking camera motion in real time
using a self-contained camera system, without prior knowledge
about the real scene. The method is capable of producing plausible
results immediately and improving in quality as more of the scene
is reconstructed. We demonstrate how this can be used to render
convincing virtual objects whose illumination changes dynamically
to reflect the changing real environment around them.
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INTRODUCTION

Techniques such as differential rendering [8] have enabled the rendering of extremely realistic virtual content into mixed reality (MR)
scenes, provided the real world lighting, geometry and material
information is known. In practice, acquiring this information is
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often a significant challenge and restricts the situations in which
realistic MR can be implemented. Many works in the field focus on
addressing this challenge (see section 2).
In this paper, we present a novel approach for capturing realworld lighting and geometry that combines a number of features
desirable for MR. Working in unprepared environments, it produces
radiance estimates immediately and improves them over time. The
lighting and geometry is updated dynamically as more information
becomes available, reflecting lighting changes in the real environment. The approach uses a system of cameras contained in a single
device and does not require external light probes. No particular
restrictions are placed on the geometry of the real scene. Finally,
the approach tracks the motion of the camera system in the real
world, which can then be used to render virtual content into the
camera output for video see-through MR.
The method presented here uses a camera system comprising an
RGBD camera, together with one or more colour cameras mounted
in a single unit, such as a mobile device. The output of the cameras
is used to generate a detailed 3D reconstruction of the real world via
a dense SLAM approach, and this reconstruction is updated in real
time using the output of all cameras in the system. Estimated distant
lighting is captured in environment map keyframes, enabling a
complete spherical light probe to be reconstructed even when the
geometric scene model is incomplete.
Our method builds upon the surfel-based dense SLAM approach
proposed by Keller et al. [24] and adds the following contributions:
(1) A method for updating the surfel-based model using the
output of a multi-camera system, capturing HDR colours
and updating them in real time.
(2) The generation, completion, updating and rendering of environment map keyframes, which store estimates of the distant
real environment.
(3) A prototype video-see through MR application which applies
our approach, using a two-camera system to capture the real
scene and render realistic virtual content.
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RELATED WORK

An important goal of MR is to render virtual content that is not
only realistic, but also appears seamlessly integrated with the real
scene. This requires detailed geometric information, accurate camera tracking and lighting information about the real scene. If the
MR approach is to work in unprepared environments, these data
must be captured and updated in real time.

2.1

Dense RGBD SLAM

Beginning with the publication of Kinect Fusion [33] and the availability of affordable RGBD sensors such as the Kinect, there has
been a rapid increase in the development of GPU-accelerated dense
3D reconstruction methods using these devices. These methods
track the motion of the RGBD camera in the world and integrate
depth data into a dense 3D geometric model. The majority of recent
approaches can roughly be grouped according to the type of world
representation they use, into volumetric or surfel-based (sometimes
called point-based) approaches.
Volumetric approaches include the original Kinect Fusion approach. These approaches store the world representation as samples of an implicit function, typically a variety of signed distance
function, on a regular grid. Kinect Fusion used a single fixed grid
which only allowed reconstruction within a fixed volume, and was
fairly memory inefficient as much of the volume typically consists
of empty space. More recent publications have addressed both of
these shortcomings. Moving-volume approaches [39, 48] extend
the area which can be reconstructed by shifting the reconstructed
volume as the sensor moves in the real world, and serialising already captured areas. More recent approaches such as [18, 34, 53]
instead address the problem by storing the volume more efficiently,
using volume hierarchies or hashing. Dai et al. [6] recently proposed an approach which allows the quality of previously observed
regions to be refined by de-integrating and re-integrating data. All
volumetric approaches, however, require significant computation to
integrate the input data into the volume, and to render the volume
for tracking and visualisation.
Surfel-based approaches such as that of Keller et al. [24] instead
use a model consisting of a list of points with associated normals and
radii, each defining a small disc which forms part of a real surface.
Surfels have long been used as an alternative to connected triangle
meshes for representing 3D objects in computer graphics [36]. As
compared to volumetric approaches, surfel-based approaches are
inherently more memory-efficient as all data stored corresponds to
part of a real surface. Creating, updating and rendering surfels is
also comparatively computationally inexpensive, as no expensive
raycasting operations are required. As compared to volumetric
approaches, however, converting the resulting model into a triangle
mesh is more complex, as a marching cubes approach cannot be
used directly. More recent surfel-based dense SLAM approaches
have added capabilities such as real-time loop closure [49] and the
ability to explicitly detect and handle planar surfaces [40].

2.2

Real-world Lighting Capture

In addition to geometric information and camera tracking, real
world illumination information is also required in order to render
the virtual content consistently with the real scene.
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Many previous approaches make use of light probes to capture
incident illumination at the virtual object location. This can then
be used as input to a differential rendering algorithm to produce
the virtual content. Probes can be roughly categorised as passive
or active.
Passive probes are objects with known reflectance properties.
Images of these are captured using a separate camera, and from
these images the surrounding lighting can be inferred. Chrome
spheres are commonly used [1, 8, 9, 17, 21], but diffuse and nonspherical probes can also be used [2, 4, 51]. Recently, Meka et al. [32]
presented an approach for material estimation of real objects in
monocular video which also produces an environment lighting
estimate. This can in effect allow objects with unknown material
properties to be used as light probes.
Active probes are generally imaging devices. Cameras with wide
fields of view (e.g. fisheye lenses [19, 20]) or arrays of multiple
cameras are often employed to capture more of the surrounding
lighting.
Placing a light probe at the virtual object location can be impractical or impossible in some situations, so other approaches focus on
removing this requirement. Some approaches process information
from light probes placed elsewhere in the scene to infer lighting at
the virtual object location [11, 37].
Other approaches remove the requirement for light probes entirely, and recover the lighting indirectly in other ways. Many such
approaches fit a lighting model to the observed real world using
inverse rendering style techniques. Approaches include identifying
shadows in the real image, and using these to infer light source
directions [3, 16, 41–43, 55] or spherical harmonic (SH) lighting
coefficients [35]. Karsch et al. [22, 23] instead use a machine learning approach to estimate rough geometry from the input image,
and select a plausible lighting environment from a database of real
examples.
Other recent approaches use the output of an RGBD camera, and
can take advantage of the additional depth information to better
infer the real lighting. Gruber et al. [13–15] reconstruct part of the
real scene near the virtual content using a dense SLAM approach,
and then use this to infer SH lighting coefficients. Whelan et al. [50]
track the motion of specular highlights whilst reconstructing the environment using a dense SLAM approach, and use this information
to infer the location of point light sources in the environment.
Finally, some approaches such as that of Meilland et al. [31] use
an adapted dense RGBD SLAM approach to capture a full HDR
model of the environment. This then provides all the geometric and
lighting information required to insert the virtual content. Zhang
et al. [54] showed how this kind of approach could be used in an
MR application for virtually refurnishing rooms, and Rohmer et
al. [38] used a similar HDR model to render photorealistic virtual
content on mobile and desktop hardware. These approaches capture rich scene information using just an RGBD sensor, but have
the disadvantage of requiring the whole scene to be reconstructed
before virtual content can be added. They also are limited in their
ability to update the model should the real lighting or geometry
change. Finally, they can only be used in settings where the environment can be reconstructed using an RGBD sensor (i.e. small
indoor environments).
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The approach most similar to the one presented here is [47],
which uses a similar hardware setup, effectively combining an
RGBD sensor with an upward-facing light probe (fisheye camera).
This enables a full scene lighting model to be reconstructed instantly
and updated to reflect changes in the environment. This previous
approach had a number of shortcomings which are addressed by
the approach presented here. Most notably, [47] required rough
scene geometry and an initial camera pose a priori, wheras the
presented approach requires no prior information about the scene.
There were also restrictions on the shape of the rough geometry
which meant it could only be used in certain indoor environments.
Furthermore, the lighting captured was also low dynamic range,
which limited the accuracy of the results, leading to artefacts such
as soft shadows and inaccurate specular highlights; all of these
issues are addressed by the presented approach.

3

APPROACH OVERVIEW

The presented approach reconstructs a model consisting of two
parts. The first is a dense surfel-based reconstruction which captures detailed geometry and appearance near the virtual objects.
The second consists of a number of environment map keyframes,
each of which consists of a HDR cubemap and associated 3D location. These capture the distant lighting.
The surfels used in our model are similar to those used in other
approaches, such as that of Keller et al. [24]. Each consists of a 3D
point, normal and radius, which define a small disc in 3D space.
Some additional information is also stored for each surfel: a colour,
and a confidence value, related to how many times it has been
observed and updated. Our surfels differ from those in Keller et
al.’s approach in that they store high dynamic range (HDR) colour
values using floating-point datatypes. The surfels are constructed
using images from the RGBD camera, and subsequently updated
using data from both cameras. Camera tracking is achieved by
aligning new RGBD frames to the existing model.
The environment map keyframes each consist of a cubemap,
again consisting of HDR colour values, together with an associated
3D location. The alpha channel of the environment map is set
aside to store additional per-pixel information (further details are
given in section 4.4). These keyframes are created and updated
using images captured by the camera system, and completed with
plausible values using an inpainting approach. New keyframes are
created as necessary as the device moves in the real scene. When
new surfels are created, the most recent keyframe can also be used
to provide accurate HDR colours when this is appropriate.
Figure 2 contains a flowchart giving an overview of the approach,
including images of inputs and outputs, and a visualisation of the
reconstruction.

4

APPROACH DETAIL

This section describes each component of the presented approach
in further detail.

4.1

Hardware

The approach detailed here is intended to be applicable to a variety of possible camera systems, containing an RGBD camera of
some description and one or more colour cameras. Our prototype

Figure 2: Flowchart giving an overview of the proposed approach

hardware consists of an Asus Xtion Pro RGBD camera, joined to an
upward-facing Point Grey CM3-U3-31S4C-CS camera, fitted with a
Lensagon CF5M1414 fisheye lens. These are connected to a desktop
PC which performs processing and rendering, and displays the
results. In future implementations we envision the cameras being
mounted in a self-contained device such as a mobile phone or MR
head-mounted display (HMD).
The camera system needed to be calibrated. The intrinsic calibration of the fisheye and RGBD cameras was required, in addition
to the extrinsic rigid transform between them. The colour camera
in the RGBD sensor was calibrated using a standard calibration
toolbox [30]. The camera had a depth-to-colour registration feature,
which was used to ensure the depth images could be processed using the same calibration. The fisheye camera was calibrated using
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Scaramuzza et al.’s toolbox [44]. This used a traditional calibration
approach based on capturing several images of a checkerboard pattern. At runtime the fisheye images were first undistorted to fit a
simpler omnidirectional camera model by Ying and Hu [52]. This
was done on the GPU using a fast lookup table (LUT) approach.
The parameters for this model were selected manually to provide a
similar field of view and image resolution to the true camera model.
The simplified camera model made the subsequent stages in the
approach which used the fisheye images faster. This two-model
approach was similar to that used by Caruso et al. [5] to simplify
input to fisheye-based SLAM. Finally, the transform between the
cameras was found by capturing an image with both cameras, manually selecting point matches and solving for the transform best
aligning the matches using an optimisation approach [27, 28].
We use the colour output of the RGBD camera as the basis for
the video see-through MR output. Since it will be directly observed
by the user, visual quality is important. Because of this, the auto
exposure and auto white-balance features of the Xtion Pro camera
were enabled.
The other cameras in the system are mainly used to aid in obtaining HDR colours for the scene, and the images they produce
are not directly presented to the end-user. In our case, we made use
of bracketing to capture the full dynamic range of the scene. The
fisheye camera used in the prototype had a HDR feature, which
cycled through four different exposure settings whilst capturing
frames at video framerate. The framerate of the camera was locked
to mains frequency (50Hz/60Hz, depending upon location) in order
to avoid issues with flickering of light fixtures in real scenes.
The four exposure settings of the fisheye camera needed to be
such that the full dynamic range of the real scene could be captured. We found that typically, 3 exposure settings were sufficient
to capture the dynamic range of the scenes we tested. As such,
we cycled through 3 settings: Low, Medium and High exposure,
in LMHM order (i.e. with two medium exposures in each 4-frame
group). A simplified auto exposure method was implemented to
select these exposures. This fixed the medium exposure to a predetermined value, and modified the low and high exposures to
avoid saturated/black pixels, whilst maintaining an overlap in the
dynamic ranges of the three settings.
After each fisheye camera image is captured, it is undistorted as
detailed above. Following this, it is converted from LDR to HDR. The
fisheye camera is set to produce linear output, and white balance is
disabled. Consequently, this just involves removing the effects of
1 , where
exposure time and gain by multiplying by a scalar s = eд
e is exposure time in seconds and д is the gain expressed as a
linear scaling factor (our camera specified gain in decibels, so д was
d
calculated as д = 10 20 ).
Unfortunately, the Xtion Pro camera API did not allow querying the exposure settings necessary to convert the colour output
it provided to linear, HDR values. We therefore estimated these
settings by comparing pixels observed by both the fisheye camera
and RGBD camera. Since the fisheye camera’s exposure settings
were known, this allowed us to infer the settings for the RGBD
camera. This process is detailed in the following section.
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4.2

HDR Surfel-based Reconstruction

As mentioned in section 3, we used a surfel-based dense SLAM
approach to generate our model, similar to that proposed by Keller
et al. [24], but adapted to capture HDR colours. The parts common
to both approaches will briefly be outlined, and then the specific
modifications made to capture HDR colour values will be detailed.
The model of the environment consists of a list of surfels, each
consisting of a point, normal and radius, along with a confidence
counter and HDR colour value. The surfel list is initially empty.
When a new frame is captured by the RGBD camera, it is projected
to a number of surfels, each corresponding to a pixel in the depth
map. At the first frame, these new surfels are simply added to the
list.
On subsequent frames, the pose of the RGBD camera relative to
the model is first determined using the camera tracking approach
detailed in section 4.5. Following the tracking stage, the frame is
again projected to a new set of surfels. Each new surfel can then
either be added to the list, or used to update an existing surfel.
If a new surfel corresponds to an existing surfel (i.e. is close in
3D space, has a similar normal and radius) it is used to update the
existing surfel. The update consists of taking a weighted average
of the surfel’s properties based on the existing surfel’s confidence.
This confidence value is incremented on each successful update.
If the new surfel does not correspond to any existing surfels, it is
added to the list of surfels.
Due to sensor noise, for example, “bad” surfels may be added via
this process that do not correspond to geometry in the real scene.
For this reason, surfels below a confidence threshold are considered
unstable, and not used for tracking. If a surfel remains unstable for
a period of time, it is deleted from the list.
In order to quickly determine which new surfels correspond to
existing ones, an index map is used. This is an image containing
the existing surfels, rendered from the camera’s viewpoint. Each is
rendered into a 32-bit integer texture as a single pixel-width point,
with the colour set to be the index of the surfel in the main surfel
list. This map is consulted when updating the existing surfels, to
quickly find possible correspondences. The index map is rendered
at 4x the depth map resolution on each axis (i.e. 16x the number of
pixels) and each new surfel checks the corresponding 4x4 window
for up to 16 possible existing surfels to find matches.
Before projecting a new set of surfels corresponding to the current frame, we first convert the observed LDR colour values to
HDR values in a linear colour space. We approximately linearise
the input values by applying an inverse gamma correction (γ = 2.2),
similarly to [38, 54]. We then estimate the exposure and white balance applied by the RGBD colour camera. As in [38], we model
the exposure and white balance applied by the camera as a linear
scaling applied to each colour channel.
Specifically, we start from a sparse set of samples in the upper
region of the RGBD image, which are in the region also observed by
the fisheye camera. For each of these samples, we do the following:
• If a valid depth value is available here and the colour is not
saturated, reverse-project to the corresponding 3D point.
• Project this 3D point into the fisheye image. If it projects to
a valid image location, sample the fisheye image.
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• If the fisheye sample is also not saturated or black, add the
fisheye and RGBD colour samples to a list.
This gives a set of valid sample pairs, each of which has a sample
of the linearised RGBD image li and a corresponding sample of the
HDR fisheye image fi . The exposure and Í
white balance scaling e
f
can then be estimated by calculating e ≈ Í l i . In the event that a
i
sufficient number of valid sample pairs cannot be found (due to
missing depth values or saturated/black pixels) the current estimate
of e is not updated, as the new estimate is likely to be unreliable.
This extra step did not take a significant proportion of the computation time, as only a small proportion of the total needed to be
compared each frame to obtain a reasonably accurate estimate. If
this approach were implemented using an RGBD camera which
provided auto exposure and white balance information, this step
would not be necessary, but many cameras on RGBD sensors and
mobile devices are currently limited in this way.
Once e is determined the image can then be converted to HDR.
When converting, we also store a flag for each input pixel, indicating
if it was saturated or below the blackpoint in the input LDR image.
This information is used to assign a lower initial confidence to these
surfels, and to avoid them during the colour camera tracking step.

4.3

Updating Surfel Colours

Our approach also includes a method for other cameras in the
system to update the colours of surfels in the dense model of the
environment. This allows their true intensity to be determined,
in the event that they were saturated/black in the RGBD colour
image, and allows the intensity estimate to be refined. It also allows
them to be updated in the event that the real lighting in the scene
changes. In this way, the extra cameras extend the field of view,
meaning that more of the dense model’s colours can be updated
each frame.
First, the pose of the camera must be determined. This is inferred
from the pose of the RGBD camera (obtained through the tracking
approach described in section 4.5) and the relative pose of the two
cameras (obtained via camera calibration). Generally, the image
will not have been captured at the same time as the most recent
RGBD frame, so an approximate RGBD pose at the current time is
extrapolated from the two most recent RGBD poses via spherical
linear interpolation.
The updating uses an index map rendered using this camera pose,
in a similar way to the RGBD updating process. When searching
for possible matches in the 4x4 window, the match closest to the
camera is selected, providing it satisfies a number of criteria:
(1) The matched surfel lies in front of the camera, and is at least
a minimum distance away (10cm).
(2) The matched surfel is not too distant from the camera (over
10m).
(3) The normal of the matched surfel points towards the camera
(i.e. c.n < 0, where c is the camera-to-surfel vector and n is
the surfel normal).
(4) The confidence of the surfel is above a threshold (5).
(5) The colour of the matched surfel is sufficiently similar to
that of the new surfel.
The first and third criteria make sure that the match is actually
visible to the camera. The second ensures that the surfel is not so far
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away that the resolution of the camera image will be insufficient to
determine its colour. The final one is imposed because the location
and normal of new surfels tends to vary a lot in the first few frames,
meaning they may be matched incorrectly.
This updating process can also be applied when the camera used
is omnidirectional, as in the case of the fisheye camera used in our
prototype. In this case, an index cubemap is rendered instead of
2D index map image. The rest of the updating process is similar
- for each 4x4 set of indices in the cubemap, a matching surfel is
potentially found, and if so, its colour is updated using a sample
from the omnidirectional image.

4.4

Environment Map Keyframes

In addition to the surfel-based component of the reconstruction,
we also capture environment map keyframes. These each consist
of a cubemap and 3D location, as briefly mentioned in section 3.
These are intended to capture details of the real environment not
present in the surfel-based dense model, either because they have
not yet been observed, or they are too distant for their depths to be
inferred by the RGBD camera.
The first keyframe is created at the initial location of the camera
system. Its colours are initialised using the output of the cameras,
and then it is inpainted using an efficient GPU-based push-pull approach [12, 29]. This inpainting is repeated each time the keyframe
is updated, to ensure the inpainted regions are consistent with the
rest of the keyframe. The alpha channel of the texture stores a covariance value, which is used when updating the keyframe. Pixels
which have been inpainted and not yet directly observed have the
alpha value set to zero.
The push-pull inpainting approach proceeds in two steps. The
first, “push”, step is similar to constructing a mipmap pyramid.
Proceeding from fine to coarse levels, each pixel is set to be the
average of all valid pixels in the next finest level (i.e. those pixels
which have been observed by the fisheye camera). In the second,
“pull”, step, working from coarse to fine pyramid levels, each pixel
which has not yet been observed is assigned the colour of its parent
pixel. This process is applied to each face of the cubemap separately.
In the event a face has not been observed at all, its neighbours are
inpainted first, and their border pixels duplicated along the edges
of the missing face before inpainting is applied.
Figure 3 shows an example of the result of the push-pull inpainting applied to an environment map keyframe, after it was
updated using the first 4 bracketed fisheye images. The keyframes
are shown as cube nets. In the top left image, before inpainting, the
pixels which have not yet been observed or which were saturated
or zero-valued are black. Note that some pixels on the window
were saturated, as the fisheye auto-exposure has not yet adjusted
its exposure settings. After the inpainting step, all pixels in the
cubemap have HDR colour values. Note that much of the inpainted
region in the lower half of the cubemap will be occupied by the
dense surfel model when the final environment map is rendered
(see figure 8).
Keyframes are updated whenever a new colour fisheye image
is captured. Each texel of the cubemap is projected into the new
image, and it is sampled and used to update the colour. When
projecting, only the rotational component of the camera’s pose is
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4.5

Figure 3: Environment map keyframe generated using first
captured fisheye frames, before and after push-pull inpainting. Top left: keyframe before inpainting. Top right:
keyframe after inpainting. Bottom: Real scene captured by
RGBD camera, for comparison.

used (i.e. the points in the map are considered to be at infinity). The
update is carried out using a simple Kalman filter. If the pixel to be
updated is being observed for the first time (i.e. has an alpha value
of zero), however, it is simply replaced with the observed colour. If
the observed colour is saturated or black, no update is carried out,
as the true radiance at this pixel is unknown.
The Kalman filter-based updating strikes a balance between fast
updating and eliminating temporal flickering artefacts which could
otherwise result from combining the bracketed exposures captured
by the fisheye camera at slightly different times. The parameters of
the filter can be tuned to favour either fast updating or temporal
smoothness in the output. However, some artefacts can occur when
rapid changes occur in the real scene - for example a light being
turned off might result in a smoothed, slightly delayed change in
the keyframe, and rapid moving objects can cause a ghosting effect.
A new keyframe is generated when the translational component
of the camera system’s pose exceeds a threshold. This helps to
prevent the keyframe becoming obsolete when the distant environment assumption is violated. New keyframes are initialised with
the colours from the previous keyframe, and the alpha channel set
to zero (indicating the pixels have not yet been observed). Previous keyframes are retained, and if the camera moves back within
range of an existing keyframe, that keyframe will subsequently be
updated and used in rendering.
When new surfels are added, the environment keyframe can be
consulted to obtain HDR colours for them, where available. We do
so when a newly added surfel is either saturated or below the black
point in the RGBD image, meaning its intensity would otherwise
be unknown. The surfel is projected back into the environment
map keyframe to find a colour, and this colour is used if the alpha
channel is non-zero (i.e. this part of the keyframe has been observed
by a camera, and was not inpainted or propagated from a previous
keyframe).

Camera Tracking

Similar to other dense RGBD SLAM approaches, the location of
the RGBD camera is tracked via an iterative dense frame-to-model
alignment process as each new frame is observed. Our camera
tracking implementation makes use of the colour and depth tracking approach of Kerl et al. [25], adapted to make use of the HDR
information stored in the surfels.
Specifically, we use the RGBD alignment process developed by
Kerl et al. [25, 26, 46]. Given two pairs of intensity and depth images,
this finds the rigid transform which best aligns them, in the sense
that it minimises the colour and intensity differences.
We use a similar overall frame-to-model tracking approach to earlier dense RGBD reconstruction methods including Kinect Fusion
[33]. When each new pair of colour and depth images is captured
by the RGBD camera, we render the current surfel model from the
previous pose, and align the new depth and colour frames to these
rendered frames. This provides an estimated transform for the current frame, which can be composed with the previous camera pose
estimate to provide an updated camera pose.
In contrast to earlier approaches, we make use of the HDR information available in our model. When rendering the colour frame,
we apply the current estimated exposure and white balance settings
of the RGBD colour camera, determined as outlined in section 4.2.
This ensures that the effective exposure and white balance in the
real and rendered colour images are the same. The colour images are
then converted to grayscale intensity values, and the intensity and
depth images aligned using the approach of Kerl et al. to provide
the final transform.
Tracking using HDR colours and depths brings a number of advantages over earlier approaches such as Kinect Fusion [33], which
tracks using depth alone. Should the depth image lack sufficient
geometric detail to enable the tracking to function (e.g. the camera
observes a flat wall), the colour tracker is still often able to successfully produce an estimate. Conversely, if colour tracking fails
(for example, due to a change in lighting conditions), the depth
tracking is often able to successfully recover a camera transform.
Since we track using HDR colours, rather than the LDR colours
used by InfiniTAM [18], for example, it is also possible to enable
the auto exposure and white balance features of the colour camera
without adversely affecting the colour tracking. This allows the
camera to capture a greater number of correctly exposed pixels,
and to capture a more pleasing image to present to the end user.

4.6

Dynamic Geometry

Many previous RGBD reconstruction approaches, including that
of Keller et al. [24] have focused on reconstructing an accurate
model of a static real environment, and contain measures to avoid
adding dynamic real objects to the model. However, the intention
of our approach is to respond in real time to changes in geometry,
enabling virtual content in MR applications to (for example) reflect
dynamic real geometry, such as the user’s hand. We achieve this
by building upon the approach of Keller et al. in a number of ways.
Firstly, we separate the criteria when using surfels for tracking
and MR. Only those surfels that qualify as stable (based on the
confidence threshold detailed in section 4.2) are used for tracking.
However, all surfels are used when rendering for MR (for example,
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Figure 5: Surfel reconstructions after sliding a real piece of
coloured paper across a table.

Figure 4: Examples of surfels used for tracking vs. surfels
used for rendering MR content

when rendering environment maps used to simulate reflection from
a virtual object). This enables the MR rendering to respond instantly
to geometric changes, without impacting the quality of the camera
tracking.
Figure 4 shows an example of the difference between these categories. The top image is the input colour image from the RGBD
camera. The bottom left image shows a rendering of all the surfels
captured by the approach. The bottom right image shows just those
surfels which are categorised as stable. The top right image shows
a visualisation of the confidence values of the surfels: here shades
of red are unstable, and stable surfels range in colour from blue to
green as confidence increases. Here, the hand has just moved into
the frame. It is present in the surfel model, and so will correctly
impact the lighting of virtual objects, but is not present in the set
used for tracking, so will not negatively impact the tracking.
Surfel colours are generally updated using a rolling-average
approach, similar to that used by other approaches such as [33] and
[24]. This approach is helpful in eliminating noise present in the
colour images by averaging the colours of multiple observations
of each surfel. However, since we allow environment lighting to
change, the surfel colours need to be updated rapidly if, for example,
a light is turned on or a window opened. To account for this, if a
newly observed colour differs significantly from the existing surfel,
its colour is replaced with the new value and its confidence is
reduced.
In order to respond quickly to dynamic objects, it is also critical
to quickly remove surfels which no longer correspond to valid
real geometry. This allows the model to better reflect reality in
the event that a real object is moved or removed. Keller et al. [24]
implement one method for achieving this, which we also employ.
This involves searching for those surfels which have a smaller depth
than that observed in the current frame. Since we assume surfels
are opaque, this is a physically impossible situation, and indicates
that these surfels should be deleted from the model. These surfels
are identified and removed during the updating stage, using the
index map.

Figure 6: Surfel reconstructions before and after removing a
box from the real scene.

In some situations, this method fails to remove bad surfels. This
is a particular problem when depth values are missing, or when
depth is insufficient to identify the problem (e.g. a piece of paper is
moved along a tabletop). Since depth values frequently cannot be
obtained, small clusters of erroneous surfels are often left behind
in the model.
We address this problem by also checking for colour violations.
These are points where the colour of the visible surface of the
model differs from that actually observed by the camera. These
are identified by rendering a view of the model from the current
camera pose, and comparing the HDR colours with the real image
at each pixel. At pixels where the colour is sufficiently different, a
colour violation is detected and the corresponding surfel is marked
for deletion.
In order to improve efficiency and avoid removing surfels erroneously, the colour violation check is not carried out at pixel
locations where a new surfel was added, or an existing surfel was
successfully updated.
Figures 5 and 6 show examples of how each of these approaches
improves the updating of the surfel model. Figure 5 shows the surfel
reconstruction after a green piece of paper has been moved from
left to right over a tabletop. In the left example, standard colour
updating was used, and the colours are slowly updating, leaving an
afterimage of the paper’s previous position. In the right example,
our faster colour updating approach was used and the colours were
updated instantly, removing this artefact.
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Figure 6 shows the importance of removing depth and colour
violations from the surfel model. The top left image shows the
initial surfel reconstruction of a box placed on a table. The other
images show the state of the reconstruction a few frames after the
box has been removed. In the top right example, neither colour nor
depth violation removal was used, and the surfels corresponding
to the box remain in the model. In the bottom left example, just
depth violations were removed. Much of the box is gone from
the model, but the lower half had depths similar to those of the
table below, so these could not be classified as depth violations
and removed. In the bottom right, removing both depth and colour
violations has successfully removed nearly all of the outdated surfels
corresponding to the box from the model.

4.7

Rendering Virtual Content

In order to demonstrate how the captured models could be used to
illuminate virtual content in MR, a video see-through application
was developed. This made use of both models to illuminate a simple
virtual scene, and add this to the colour images produced by the
RGBD camera.
The application first rendered a HDR environment map from the
location of the virtual objects. This was achieved by first copying
the current environment map keyframe, and then rendering the
dense surfel model on top of this. When rendering the surfel model,
backface culling was disabled, as it is common for only the side of
an object facing away from the virtual content to be observed by
the camera system.
The virtual content can then be rendered, using this environment map. The current camera position as determined via the RGBD
tracking approach is used, with camera parameters set using the
real camera calibration. In our implementation, the rendering is
achieved using simple environment mapping [10] for reflective objects and diffuse differential precomputed radiance transfer (PRT)
[45] for diffuse objects and cast shadows. During precomputation,
we assume the virtual object will be placed on a Lambertian planar surface. Note, however, that the lighting information captured
by our approach could be used as input to many other rendering
approaches, such as those employed in [38].
The virtual content is rendered into a floating point HDR texture,
which is then appropriately combined with the HDR version of the
input RGBD image. In order to produce the final image to display
to the user, the auto exposure, white balance and gamma of the
RGBD camera are then applied, mapping this back to a LDR output.
In this way, the output appears as if it were observed by the real
RGBD camera.

5

RESULTS

The application described in section 4 was tested in a variety of real
scenarios, with a number of different virtual objects. Figure 7 shows
examples of a number of different virtual objects, demonstrating
some of the virtual materials which can be effectively simulated
using the approach.
Figure 8 shows an example where the system was used in a
scene with a wide dynamic range, demonstrating the ability of
our approach to function correctly in such scenes. This scene was
captured in a flat on a sunny day, and the windows are significantly

Figure 7: Examples of MR frames rendered using the approach, containing a variety of different virtual objects. Top:
virtual pan, with ideal (mirror) reflection. Bottom left: virtual terracotta bunny, with diffuse surface. Bottom right: virtual trumpet, with sligthly rough, coloured reflective surface.

brighter than the rest of the scene, however the bracketing approach
outlined in section 4.1 enables the full dynamic range of the scene
to be captured. Additionally, as the camera is moved around the
real table, its auto exposure adjusts due to the bright windows.
This change in auto exposure is detected, and the brightness of the
virtual bunny adjusted appropriately when mapping the output to
LDR. This means the bunny appears darker, and remains consistent
with the real scene around it.
Note that the results shown here were all captured in indoor
environments. This was mainly due to the RGBD camera used in our
system, which was unable to produce accurate depth measurements
in direct sunlight, and not due to a limitation of the approach itself.
Depth cameras are now becoming more capable of functioning in
outdoor environments, and should allow our approach to be used
in a wider variety of settings in the future.

5.1

Comparison with Real Object

Figure 9 shows an example comparing a real chrome sphere with a
virtual sphere rendered using our approach. The image with the
real chrome sphere was first captured with the camera pair attached
to a tripod via a quick release mount. The chrome sphere was then
removed, and the RGBD camera was detached from the tripod and
moved around the scene briefly to reconstruct the real environment
near the sphere. The camera was then replaced on the tripod, and
our approach was then used to render a virtual sphere of the same
size in the same location as the real sphere, enabling both to be
directly compared.
The virtual and real spheres appear similar overall, with nearby
reflected objects located correctly in the virtual reflective sphere,
and of similar appearance. There is some difference in the colour of
the two spheres - in particular, the real sphere is somewhat darker.
This is due mainly to the fact that the virtual sphere was rendered
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Figure 10: Examples of a failure case in the surfel reconstrution. Surfels have been incorrectly removed from the model
when a user placed their hand too close to the RGBD camera.
Left: depth and colour inputs. Right: rendering of surfel reconstruction.

Figure 8: Example using the system in an environment
with a wide dynamic range. Top left: view of virtual bunny.
Top right: view of virtual bunny from other side of table.
Note that the auto exposure has adjusted to compensate
for the bright windows, but the bunny remains consistent
with the real scene. Bottom left: HDR radiance environment
map used to render bunny, shown as heatmap (with colour
key below) Bottom right: Environment map in colour, with
RGBD exposure settings from top left image applied. Note
that the windows are much brighter than the rest of the
scene.

Figure 9: Comparison of a virtual reflective sphere rendered
using the application with a real chrome sphere of the same
size.

with an ideal mirror surface, wheras the real sphere is an imperfect
reflector. Additionally, the real sphere has a sharper shadow than
the virtual sphere. This is due to the shadow using PRT, with only
4 SH bands, and consequently being unable to capture the higher
frequencies of the incident lighting.
There are slight differences in the positions of nearby real objects due to the use of environment mapping. The reflections on
the sphere were simulated using an environment map rendered
from the centre of the sphere, which results in slight geometric
inaccuracies when this map is used to simulate reflections on the
surface of the sphere.
The most noticeable difference between the two spheres is in
the positioning of the distant geometry. This is slightly different

due to being rendered using the environment map keyframe, which
was captured at a different point in space (i.e. at the fisheye camera
location). This slight geometric inaccuracy could be removed using
an approach such as [47], however their approach requires the
distant geometry to be known a priori. Our approach accepts this
slight inaccuracy in order to produce perceptually plausible results
in unprepared environments.

5.2

Limitations

The current approach produces plausible results in a number of
settings, but does suffer from some limitations. Since the system
relies upon the dense surfel reconstruction and environment map
keyframes, it may produce inaccurate results when these are incomplete. This can be problematic when the depth camera cannot
infer depths for some objects in the real scene, for example if a real
object is translucent or highly specular. Such objects will not be
present in the reconstruction, and will therefore not be present in
reflections from virtual objects added to the scene. This problem
is common to most dense reconstruction approaches using RGBD
cameras, and is not easily addressed with current depth sensing
technology.
The colour violation removal approach detailed in section 4.6
can sometimes erroneously remove valid surfels from the reconstruction. Small numbers of surfels can be removed due to slight
tracking inaccuracies or non-lambertian real objects (e.g. specular
highlights). The problem is most noticeable, however, when a real
object moves very close to the RGBD camera. Figure 10 shows an
example of this issue, where a user’s hand has moved very close to
the RGBD camera. Here, the camera was unable to find depth values for the hand since it fell outside the depth range of the camera.
As a result, all the surfels behind the hand are labelled as colour
violations and removed. This problem would be partly mitigated by
using a more recent RGBD camera with a lower minimum depth.

6

CONCLUSION

We have presented a new approach for capturing real illumination
information for mixed reality applications using a compact camera system, and demonstrated how the information can be used to
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render realistic virtual content. The advantages of the approach include its ability to provide results immediately, without prior scene
knowledge, and to update the lighting quickly to reflect changes
in the real environment. In addition to lighting information, the
approach also captures a dense model of the real scene useful for a
range of MR applications.
We feel that approaches such as this, that are capable of constructing and updating dense models with real geometric and illumination data will be an important component enabling future MR
applications to add content which seamlessly blends in with the
real world.
In the future, it would be interesting to explore how recent
machine learning techniques could be used to improve the results
of our approach. For example, a method for completing missing
regions of dense RGBD reconstructions such as [7] could be applied
to provide a more complete dense model more quickly. One could
also explore using the output of our approach to determine semantic
information about the environment; for example, if the approach is
being used in an indoor or outdoor setting. This information could
then be used to tailor the added virtual content to the real setting.
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